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Introduction 

This research project sought to examine the recently cata-

logued  Civil Defence Records at York Explore. It aims to 

consider how York prepared for the case of a nuclear attack 

during the early Cold War period, particularly during times 

of heightened tension such as the Korean War and the     

Cuban Missile Crisis. This project will add to the historiog-

raphy focussing on civil defence planning on a national and 

international basis by considering this issue from a local 

perspective. This project also intends to build links between 

York St John University and York Explore.  

Overview 

We have undertaken many hours of research, at both 

York Explore and the British Library. Looking 

through    primary documents of letters, maps, statis-

tics, and files, we have been able to see the approach 

to Civil Defence Corps in York and how it affected 

the local community. 

This research has found that there was a focus on re-

cruitment and training in York, until it was realised 

that there was little point in  preparing for nuclear 

disaster. 

Establishment of Civil Defence Organisation 

Recruitment 
Training 

Role of Women Plans for Nuclear Attack 

The ‘One-in-five’ scheme was approved by the Home office and set 

to educate one woman in five about the effects of a nuclear bomb and 

the procedures to undertake to protect their families before and after 

an explosion. York was a forerunner in testing this scheme and talks 

were held to educate local women. This gave women a more promi-

nent role in Civil Defence Corps during the Cold War than they had 

previously experienced as cooks and cleaners for men’s training. The 

scheme did not, however, reach its nationwide target but York had 

one of the highest success rates in the country. 

Civil Defence Corps in the Cold War was dominated 

by men, with women only found in high numbers in 

the Welfare section, but— in York especially—there 

were efforts made to include women. 

As a nuclear attack on Britain never occurred, much of what 

the Civil Defence Corps did was training repeatedly to prepare for 

the possibility. 

Many training schemes were run by the York Civil Defence Corps, where 

volunteers and Civil Defence Officers took part in several scenarios. For 

example, ‘Exercise Low World’ hypothesized nuclear attacks on London 

and York, giving participants the opportunity to practice such a scenario. 

These exercises comprised of most of the Civil Defence Corps’ time as 

there was little else that volunteers could do to prepare, and they had to ap-

pear to be doing something worthwhile. York overall, ran more training ex-

ercises than elsewhere as it was close to the Easingwold Training centre 

and had a high population and expected a larger number of refugees during 

nuclear attack, so had to be more prepared. 

Civil Defence Corps ran an effective     

campaign to promote recruitment,           

primarily using posters to appeal to the 

very real fear of what to do in an attack    

encouraging people to join training and 

prepare themselves. They ran recruitment 

for Auxiliary Fire Service and the Rescue 

section amongst others. York was below on 

recruitment with a particular lack of        

volunteers for Wardens or Rescue, and a 

system of recruitment was suggested 

whereby rescue vehicles were driven to 

streets encouraging inhabitants by name, a 

system which proved successful. 

Recruitment was a large part of the Civil Defence Corps in York during 

the Cold War, as it relied on volunteers to be educated and train for the   

possibility of nuclear attack.  

Due to the heightening fear of nuclear attack after the Second World 

War when nations began rapidly arming themselves with nuclear    

weapons, Britain created the Civil Defence to prepare the country in 

case of an attack. 

The government passed the 

Civil Defence Act in 1948 

and within a year York had 

begun planning and          

organising its own Civil   

Defence Corps, a much 

quicker response than the 

majority of Britain.          

Recruitment and training be-

gan equally as quickly and 

continued until the futility 

of such preparation was    

realised.  

Hydrogen Bomb Test 

Cuban Missile 

Crisis, 1962 Devastation of Hiroshima 

York organised itself into several sections, including; 

Welfare, Rescue, Fire, Wardens, and Medical services, 

allowing the preparation for nuclear attack to be          

allocated logically. 

York was very organised in Civil  Defence Corps as 

the documents reflect, the minutes of each meeting 

recorded and now kept in York Explore.  

Civil Defence Corps was  

organised by area across 

the country and York was 

originally its own area, but 

later became part of a larg-

er North-East area due to 

the new destructive power 

of the hydrogen bomb. 

Overall, York had many plans for nuclear attack as 

it was an important centre for Civil Defence, expecting thou-

sands of refugees from London and the York area during an 

attack. 

Emergency Feeding schemes, plans of access routes and attacks, 

and ambulance measures were a few of the preparations made by 

York Civil  Defence Corps from 1949. York’s importance       

however, became less so over time as the government  accepted 

the dawning awareness of the futility of preparing for nuclear   

attack. 
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